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~ National Park Service ~

My fascination with National Parks began in fourth grade with a field trip to Effigy Mounds National Monument. Just across the Mississippi River from our home in Wisconsin, Effigy Mounds is not even a full-blown National Park but it is the first Park Service site I recall visiting. It was just the beginning. Although I haven’t visited all 59 designated National Parks in the Park Service’s 411 managed units, I’ve made a nice dent, from Acadia to Hawai’i Volcanoes. Some of the big ones, Yellowstone and Yosemite I have yet to see but I will get there. The life list continues…

In casting about a few years ago for a subject area to concentrate on as a rare book dealer I landed on National Parks. It is a fascinating combination of my former professional life in museums, training in material culture studies, and love of books and materials relating to the National Park Service.

To celebrate the centenary of its 1916 founding I offer my first catalog dedicated to the National Park Service. No one said it better than the late writer, Wallace Stegner: “National parks are the best idea we ever had. Absolutely American, absolutely democratic, they reflect us at our best rather than our worst.” I hope the material within inspires or rekindles your interest in our National Park Service and the work it does.

This catalog would not be possible without the hard work and dedication of my daughter, EvaMarie Olson. Her photography work and layout and design skills brought a collection of fairly dry descriptions to life. I cannot thank her enough.

~ Craig R. Olson ~
Management Policies 2006
Management handbook for an important agency in the United States Government. ($27887) $45.00

The National Parks: Shaping the System

Albright, Horace M.; Hartzog, Jr., George B. (Introduction)
Origins of National Park Service Administration of Historic Sites
An administrative history of National Park Service historic sites. Inscribed by Horace Albright on the title page ($27579) $45.00

Adams, Ansel; Gray, Alice (Introduction)
Ansel Adams: The National Park Service Photographs
A series of photographs the Department of the Interior commissioned Ansel Adams to take in 1941, finally published in their entirety in 1995. ($27580) $25.00

Dilsaver, Larry M. (Editor)
America's National Parks: The Critical Documents
First Edition. First Printing. 470 pp. 8vo. Previous owner's tasteful signature in red ink on first free endpaper. Clean, crisp copy with no dust jacket as issued. Fine. Hardcover. ($27711) $100.00

Keyes, Nelson Beecher
America's National Parks
First Edition. 256 pp. 8vo. Very light scuffing to dust jacket, small chips at head and foot, now in mylar

*Period pictorial guide to the National Parks.* (#27578) $20.00

Mills, Enos A.

**Your National Parks**


*Enos A. Mills (1870-1922) was an early proponent of the National Parks, especially Rocky Mountain National Park and wrote extensively to promote the preservation and conservation of wild spaces.* (#17482) $20.00

Muir, John

**Our National Parks**

As. xii, 400 pp. 8vo. Volume VI of "The Writings of John Muir, Sierra Edition." Green cloth boards with bold sharp gold embossed flower on cover boards, gold titling to spine. Loss to cloth at head of spine. Top edge gilt. Clean and crisp within. Good. Hardcover. (#26959) $60.00

National Park Service

**The National Parks: Index 2009-2011**


*Administrative listing of the National Park System’s areas, revised biennially to included new congressional actions.* (#26063) $60.00

National Park Service

**Passport to Your National Parks**

As. 16 mo. Small, spiral bound volume with blue cardstock covers with gold embossed illustration of an eagle and U.S. flag on the front cover. Enclosed in shrink wrap with original price and map of the entire National Park System included within. Fine. (#27712) $15.00

National Park Service;
Hough, Emerson (Association)

**Report of the Director of the National Parks Service to the Secretary of the Interior for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1918**

8vo. Pebbled brown leather cover with gold embossed titling to cover and "Mr. Emerson Hough" embossed at lower right corner of front cover, light scuffing overall. Marbled endpapers. Quite clean within. Very Good. Full Leather.

**Emerson Hough** (1857-1923) was an author who specialized in stories of the American West. In the 1890s he made his first trip to Yellowstone and advocated for anti-poaching laws that applied to National Parks. A longtime supporter of National Parks, and a very vocal proponent of the establishment of the National Park Service in 1916, it is likely that this was presented to Emerson by National Park Service Director Stephen Mather in appreciation for his ongoing National Park Service Support. (#27687) $700.00

**Runte, Alfred**

**National Parks: The American Experience**


**Williams, Terry Tempest**

**The Hour of Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks**


**Terry Tempest Williams’** celebration of our National Parks, published in the 100th anniversary year of the founding of the National Park Service. Signed boldly by Williams on the half-title page. (#27964) $60.00

**Wright, Peter; Armor, John; Adams, Ansel (Photographer)**

**The Mural Project**


The first publication of Ansel Adams’ Mural Project for the Department of the Interior. Adams was commissioned to photograph the Western national parks in 1941 & 1942, but World War II put the project on hold and it was not taken back up after the war. It wasn’t until this publication that the photographs were made available for viewing by the general public. (#27876) $20.00
Horace Albright was an important part of the early success of the establishment of the National Park Service (NPS). What was left out of much of the early histories of the NPS was the first Director, Stephen Mather’s struggle with manic depression and Albright’s role in stepping in to make sure that the NPS moved forward and the truth about Mather’s illness was not known.

Hartzog, Jr., George B.; Udall, Stewart L. (Introduction) Battling for the National Parks


Signed boldly by the author in the year of publication. Inscribed and signed second time in the following year.

George B. Hartzog, Jr. (1920-2008) was the seventh Director of the National Park Service and served from 1964-1972 until he was dismissed under pressure from President Richard Nixon over a dispute over Hartzog’s cancellation of a special use permit of a friend of Nixon’s. Outspoken, Hartzog led the NPS through a great deal of expansion, including many urban parks.

Hartzog, Jr., George B.; Udall, Stewart L. (Introduction) Battling for the National Parks

As. xvii, 284 pp. 8vo. Very light scuffing, clean within. Fine. Trade paperback.

Mengak, Kathy; Utley, Robert M. (Foreword) Reshaping the National Parks and Their Guardians: The Legacy of George B. Hartzog Jr.

with dust jacket in mylar cover. Fine in Fine dust jacket. Hardcover.

Thorough biography of George B. Hartzog, Jr. (1920-2008), the seventh Director of the National Park Service who served from 1964-1972. Outspoken, Hartzog led the NPS through a great deal of expansion, including many urban parks. (#27766) $30.00

Newhall, Nancy; Osborn, Fairfield (Prologue); Albright, Horace Marden (Epilogue)


Swain, Donald C.
Wilderness Defender: Horace M. Albright and Conservation

First Edition. First Printing. xii, 347 pp. 8vo. Light scuffing to dust jacket, small closed tear at rear panel, small losses at head and foot of dust jacket, now in mylar cover. Clean and crisp within. Fine in very good dust jacket. Hardcover.

Biography of one of the earliest directors of the National Park Service (NPS) and his post-NPS service in conservation. (#25056) $25.00

Tilden, Freeman
Following the Frontier with F. Jay Haynes


Biography of Frank Jay Haynes (1853-1921) was the official photographer of Yellowstone National Park and also ran a photography concession within the park. Haynes Company published many guides to Yellowstone, as well as running a lucrative photography business. Haynes' son, Jack Ellis Haynes took over the business upon his father's death. Jack Haynes wife, Isabel M. Haynes has inscribed this book on the second free endpaper. (#27763) $75.00
Mission 66 Visitor Centers: The History of a Building Type


An already scarce title on the push in the National Park Service in the late 1950s and early 1960s to update its rustic structure to more modern and streamlined structures indicative of the era in their architectural design. (#27878) $125.00

Good, Albert H.
Park and Recreation Structures (Parts I, II, & III)

First Edition. Three volumes bound as one: Part I-Administration and Basic Service Facilities, Part II-Recreational and Cultural Facilities, Part III-Overnight and Organized Camp Facilities. ix, 200, v, 212, v, 192 pp. 4to. Green cloth boards with gold embossed design and titling to spine. Minor scuffing overall from shelf wear, bumping to corners, light staining to front cover board with three small divots to cloth on front board. Clean within. Very Good. Hardcover.

The quintessential tome that set the design standards for what we now view as "Park Service Architecture." Everything from sign standards to amphitheater design, welcome centers, picnic tables, and rustic chandeliers. Includes hundreds of photographic examples as well as measured drawings. This edition was expanded to a three volume publication in 1938 entitled "Park and Recreational Structures." Volume draws on both National Park examples as well as state and regional park facilities. Produced in a limited edition of 2,250 copies, this being copy #239. (#27777) $300.00

National Park Service
Picnic Fireplaces: Reproduced from Park and Recreation Structures

Washington DC: United States Department of the Interior, National Park
As. Offprint from Part II of the 1938 Edition of "Park and Recreation Structures" 27-44 pp. 4to. Green paper wraps with two staples at spine which have rusted, light chipping at edges, previous owner's name stamped on cover and first free endpaper. Good. Wraps. (#27882) $25.00

National Park Service Signs: Reproduced from Park and Recreation Structures

As. Offprint from Part I of the 1938 Edition of "Park and Recreation Structures" 39-56 pp. 4to. Green paper wraps with two staples at spine which have rusted, quite clean overall. Very Good. Wraps. (#27883) $35.00

Tweed, William C.; Soulliere, Laura E.; Law, Henry G.
National Park Service Rustic Architecture: 1916-1942

An internal historical survey of the rustic architecture that dominated the National Park Service in the early years and remains iconic to this day. Also important in that it lists individuals involved in both the design of structures and landscape within the Western Division in the early 1930s during the height of the building focus in conjunction with the WPA and CCC. OCLC reveals only copies in microform or reproduced from microform. (#27880) $125.00

Zaitlin, Joyce
Gilbert Stanley Underwood: His Rustic, Art Deco, and Federal Architecture

Kaiser, Harvey H.
Landmarks in the Landscape: Historic Architecture in the National Parks of the West

A stunning survey of National Park lodges, stone bridges, other park structures that add to the visual experience we all have in our western National Parks. Also contains in-depth history of the planning, construction, maintenance and restoration of some of the more significant structures. (#27767) $55.00
THE PARKS

~ Acadia ~

Barter, Christian S.; Brown, Margaret Coffin; Stakely, J. Tracy; Stellpflug, Gary J. Acadia Trails Treatment Plan: Cultural Landscape Report for the Historic Hiking Trail System of Acadia National Park, Maine


Sharpe, Grant W.; Zim, Herbert S. (Editor); Rupp, Jane Ingraham Rupp (Artist) A Guide to Acadia National Park and the Nearby Coast of Maine


~ Canyonlands ~

Quintano, Jen Jackson Blow Sand In His Soul: Bates Wilson the Heart of Canyonlands


Heavily illustrated biography of Bates Wilson (1912-1983) that also documents the history of Canyonlands Region of Utah. Wilson was an early Superintendent at Arches and Natural Bridges National Monument taking on the role in 1949. He was instrumental in the founding of Canyonlands National Park and was appointed its first Superintendent upon its establishment as a National Park in 1964. Bates Wilson also hired the young Edward Abbey in the 1950s to work as a seasonal ranger at Arches National Monument, he seems to be one of the few people Abbey respected in the National Park Service.

Produced in 2014 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Canyonlands National Park, this special edition was published in an edition of 52 copies: 40 clothbound Deluxe Editions numbered 1-40; 10 Leather Deluxe Editions, lettered A-J; and 2 Leather Deluxe Publisher’s Editions that are neither numbered or lettered. This is a rare copy, one of the two Deluxe Publisher’s Editions. It is signed on the title page by the author.

~ Adams ~

National Park Service Adams: National Historic Site Massachusetts General Management Plan

Deluxe Leather Editions also contain a yellow U.S. Government Messenger Envelope that is tipped in at rear. Within the envelope is a facsimile of a letter (6 leaves) from Moab businessman Dan O’Laurie chronicling a September 29-October 4, 1961 trip through Canyonlands with Bates Wilson and 16 others in 5 Jeeps and a Jeep station wagon. (#27596) $500.00

Quintano. Jen Jackson
Blow Sand In His Soul: Bates Wilson the Heart of Canyonlands

Limited Edition. xi, [1], 171, [1] pp. 4to. Green cloth spine with gold embossed tilting, gray cloth boards with blind embossed symbol of the National Park Service, the ranger hat superimposed over the trademark arrowhead. Clean and crisp within, no dust jacket as issued, matching green cloth slipcase with a photograph of Bates Wilson inset on front board. Signed on the title page by the author. Fine. Hardcover.

Heavily illustrated biography of Bates Wilson (1912-1983) that also documents the history of Canyonlands Region of Utah. Wilson was an early Superintendent at Arches and Natural Bridges National Monument taking on the role in 1949. He was instrumental in the founding of Canyonlands National Park and was appointed its first Superintendent upon its establishment as a National Park in 1964. Bates Wilson also hired the young Edward Abbey in the 1950s to work as a seasonal ranger at Arches National Monument, he seems to be one of the few people Abbey respected in the National Park Service.

Produced in 2014 to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Canyonlands National Park, this special edition was published in an edition of 52 copies: 40 clothbound Deluxe Editions numbered 1-40; 10 Leather Deluxe Editions, lettered A-J; and 2 Leather Deluxe Publisher’s Editions that are neither numbered or lettered. This is copy #1 of the Deluxe Editions. It is signed on the title page by the author. (#27597) $300.00

Williams, Terry Tempest
Canyonlands National Park. A Chapter from The Hour of the Land: A Personal Topography of America’s National Parks

Limited Edition. 43 pp. 8vo. Red cloth boards with black embossed titling, square window cut into cover reveals an image of a handprint from a canyon wall photograph that illustrates the endpapers.

Terry Tempest Williams’ longest chapter from her book, “The Hour of Land” published in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of the National Park Service. This limited edition contains five original photographs not included in the trade edition. Printed by hand on a Vandercook Universal III letterpress on Velin D’ARCHES 100% cotton paper mould-made in France, printed by Rob Buchert at Tryst Press in Provo Utah. Designed by David Jenney Design and bound in a silk blend by Roswell Book Bindery in Phoenix. Limited to 100 copies in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service, this is copy #22 signed by Terry Tempest Williams on the colophon. (#27962) $525.00

~Capital Region~

Joseph, Maureen De Lay; Fanning, Kay; Davison, Mark

Nortrup, Megan; Paradis, Thomas (Photographer) A Photographer’s Path: Images of National Parks Near the Nation’s Capital


162 color photographs of locations within the Capital Region National Parks. (#26060) $100.00

~ Carlsbad ~


~ Death Valley ~


~ Everglades ~

Tebeau, Charlton W. They Lived in The Park: The Story of Man in The Everglades National Park


~ Fort Clatsop ~

Cannon, Kelly Administrative History: Fort Clatsop National Memorial

Administrative History of Fort Clatsop, the reconstructed fort that was the location of Lewis & Clark and the Corps of Discovery’s winter headquarters in 1805-1806. (#27689) $45.00

~ Fort Sumter ~

Barnes, Frank
FORT SUMTER. National Monument, South Carolina

~ Gettysburg ~

Vanderslice, John M.
Gettysburg Then and Now

~ Glacier ~

Schultz, James Willard
Blackfeet Tales of Glacier National Park

~ Grand Canyon ~

Dellenbaugh, Frederick S.
The Grand Canon of Arizona Through the Stereoscope
New York: Underwood & Underwood, 1908. First Edition. 64 pp. 12mo. 18 stereoscopic views. Plain gray wraps with stapled binding, binding has released from text block, very clean, Two tipped-in map plates at rear, one single the other folding. Folding map has a 2” tear and a split at the fold and documents where each of the photographs were taken. Housed in original brown cloth slipcase that has light wear overall, fading to gold titling. Very Good. Wraps.
El Tovar Studio
**Grand Canyon National Park -- In Photo Gravure**
As. c. 1920. Unpag. Oblong Folio. Wear and chipping to edges, water staining around cover but no damage to photographs within. Very Good.

23 black & white views of the Grand Canyon tipped onto heavy, labeled card stock that identifies each view. ($27884) $175.00

Lamb, Susan (Editor)
**The Best of Grand Canyon Nature Notes 1926-1935**

United States Department of the Interior
**A Survey of the Recreational Resources of the Colorado River Basin**

McKee, Edwin D.
**Ancient Landscapes of the Grand Canyon Region: The Geology of Grand Canyon, Zion, Bryce, Petrified Forest, and Painted Desert**

Skurzynski, Gloria; Ferguson, Alane
**Over the Edge**
Impressive survey of the entire Colorado River Basin. Among many recommendations contained is the proposal for the dam at Glen Canyon, which was completed and controversial to this day. (#27710) $75.00

~ Grand Teton ~

Daugherty, John; Crockett, Stephanie; Goetzmann, William H.; Jackson, Reynold G.
A Place Called Jackson Hole: The Historic Resource Study of Grand Teton National Park

Administrative History of Grand Teton National Park, established in 1929. (#27693) $45.00

~ John Muir Home ~

Hussey, John; Mortimore, Ronald N.; Pope, Charles S.; Koue, Lewis; Wosky, John
Feasibility Report: John Muir Home and Vincente Martinez Adobe

Feasibility study for the inclusion of both sites to the National Park Service, contains floorplans of the homes as well as photographs from the time of the study. In 1964, shortly after this feasibility report was published, the John Muir Home and Vincente Martinez Adobe was purchased and added to the National Park Service as the John Muir National Historic Site. (#27688) $45.00

~ Kings Canyon ~

Proposed John Muir-Kings Canyon National Park

Reprinted from the publication, "Planning and Civic Comment" and used to promote the establishment of a new park within the National Park Service. Also contains a condensed version of John Muir’s “A Rival of the Yosemite” which was published in Century Magazine in November of 1891. Nine illustrations by Charles D. Robinson. Kings Canyon was established as a National Park in 1940. (#27615) $75.00

~ Lowell ~

Lowell Historic Canal District Commission
Report of the Lowell Historic Canal District Commission to the Ninety Fifth Congress of the United States of America
~ Mesa Verde ~

Mesa Verde Centennial Series (7 Volumes)
First Edition. First Printing. 8vo. Contains the following titles: Women to the Rescue; Travels and Travails; Photographing Mesa Verde; Fire on the Mesa; The Wetherills; New Deal Days; Dirt, Water, Stone. Clean, crisp copies in original slipcase in Fine condition. Fine. Trade paperback.

Series of 7 volumes published in 2005 & 2006 in celebration of the 100th anniversary of the founding of Mesa Verde National Park in 1906. Each volume is signed by the authors on the title page. Slipcase numbered, this being #43 of 150 of the Limited Edition Boxed Set. (#27674) $225.00

Mesa Verde National Park
Mesa Verde National Park, CO: Mesa Verde National Park, c. 1940.
As. Unpag. Oblong 4to. Black comb binding, light bumping to corners, small creases. Black & white photographs illustrating scenes at Mesa Verde, map on inside front cover. Very Good. Spiral Bound. (#25891) $30.00

Gilpin, Laura
Mesa Verde National Park
First Edition. First Edi-
tion. Unpag. 4to. Light green wrappers with printing in a darker green ink, stapled at spine with pamphlet stitched dark green yarn tie as well. Fine. Wraps.

First book of the legendary photographer of the American Southwest, Laura Gilpin (1891-1979). Self published by Gilpin and with a cover design woodcut by George William Eggers (1883-1958), this piece was produced as an overview of Mesa Verde National Park illustrated with Gilpin’s photographs. Established in 1906 under the administration of President Theodore Roosevelt, Mesa Verde National Park contains what is believed to be the best preserved cliff dwellings in the world. (26030) $1,250.00

Nusbaum, Deric
**Deric In Mesa Verde**

New York: G.P. Putnam’s Sons, 1926.
First Edition. 166 pp. 8vo. Red cover with black letters is sunned on spine and along front edge of spine. Black and cream pictorial endpapers have bookplate of small library on inside front cover and pocket & circulation card on rear endpaper and pastedown. Small penciled number on foreword page is only other library indication. Very Good. Hardcover.

*The explorations of a 12-year-old boy whose father was the Superintendent of Mesa Verde National Park, and his study of the cliff-dweller ruins and Native American legends and habits.* (26030) $25.00

Watson, Don
**Cliff Dwellings of the Mesa Verde: A Story in Pictures**

Mesa Verde, CO: Mesa Verde Museum Association, [1961].

Photographically illustrated piece on the history and uses of the structures at Mesa Verde National Park, established June 29, 1906. (27879) $25.00

~ Pipe Spring ~

McKoy, Kathleen L.
**Culture at a Crossroads: An Administrative History of Pipe Spring National Monument**


*Administrative History of Pipe Spring National Monument, established in 1923.* (27691) $60.00

~ Rocky Mountain ~

C. L. Reed & Sons
**The Brinwood Hotel**

Estes Park, CO: C. L. Reed & Sons, n.d.
First Edition. [2] 16mo. Promotional pamphlet with a big horn sheep photograph on the cover, two photographs of hotel interiors, description of hotel and map at rear. The Brinwood Hotel was a privately owned hotel
Mills, Enos A.
*Rocky Mountain National Park. Estes Park Colorado*

Wraps. (#25301) $20.00

---

**~ Saguaro ~**

Hoover, Herbert
*Saguaro National Monument — Arizona: By the President of the United States of America, a Proclamation*
*Signed in typ at the end by President Hoover, Saguaro National Monument was elevated to National Park status by Congress in 1994. Not recorded in OCLC.*

(#25892) $300.00

Roosevelt-Sequoia National Park: Hearings Before the Committee on the Public Lands. House of Representatives. Sixty-Eighth Congress. First Session on H. R. 4095

(#25297) $25.00

Matthes, Francois; Fryxell, Fritiof (Editor)
*Sequoia National Park: A Geological Album*
First Edition. viii, 136 pp. 8vo. Wear and chipping to dust jacket, small loss at head, tear at base, small chip missing from lower panel of front panel, now in mylar cover. Blue cloth boards, clean within. Very Good in Good dust jacket. Hardcover. (#27675) $20.00

Sumner, Lowell; Dixon, Joseph S.
*Birds and Mammals of the Sierra Nevada With Records From Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks*
First Edition. First Print-
ing. xvii, 484 pp. 8vo. Light scuffing to dust jacket from shelf wear, now in mylar cover. Gift inscription on first free endpaper. Previous owner's bookplate on pastedown. Clean and crisp within. Very Good in very good dust jacket. Hardcover. (#25043) $45.00

~ Tumacacori ~

Pinkley, Frank
Mission of San Jose de Tumacácori

President Theodore Roosevelt designated Mission of San Jose de Tumacácori a National Monument in 1908, in 1990 it became part of the newly established Tumacácori National Historical Park. Likely dates to the 1930s, Frank Pinkley died in 1940. (#27722) $35.00

~ Yellowstone ~

Yellowstone National Park. July 20, 1892. Mr. McCrae, From the Committee on Public Lands, Submitted the Following Report...


Lengthy report investigating leases made to the Yellowstone Park Association then rescinded and given to S. S. Huntley. Reports of squatters, unapproved homes and barns being built, and the less desirables who have begun to populate the park: “These camps have been here for months and are now willed with the very worst element found in this country. They have no visible means of support; in fact they are a thorough type of Eastern tramps, only more desperate.” (p. ii) Fascinating reading. (#27938) $150.00

Bauer, Clyde Max
The Story of Yellowstone Geysers

Chittenden, Hiram Martin
The Yellowstone National Park: Historical and Descriptive
Cincinnati, OH: The Robert Clarke Company, 1895. First Edition. xv, 397 pp. 8vo. Green cloth boards with gold embossed titling to cover and spine. Light fraying to head and foot of spine. Previous owner’s name in ink on first free
Important early work on Yellowstone National Park by Hiram Chittendon, who was stationed at Yellowstone for two tours, 1891-1893 & 1899-1904 and was responsible for roadwork and other improvements. 

(#27678) $175.00

Elliott, L. Louise

Six Weeks on Horseback Through Yellowstone Park

Rapid City, SD: The Rapid City Journal, 1913. 
Blue cloth boards with silver embossed titling to cover boards. Minor scuffing, bumping to corners. Very Good. Hardcover.

The authors chronicle, in the form of imaginary letters to her parents drawn from the diary she did keep, of her trip through Yellowstone in 1912. 

(#27677) $300.00

Haynes Photo

Historic Photos of Yellowstone National Park (10 Photographs)

St. Paul, MN: F. Jay Haynes, n.d.. 
As. Stock photographs 
produced by the official photographer of Yellowstone Park, F. Jay Haynes. Black & white photographs each measure 6-1/2" x 8-1/2". Very Good.

Six photographs feature Old Faithful Inn (1904-Present) with one exterior view of the entire complex, one of a side porch, one of the rotunda and another of the office/lobby with the massive fireplace that stands to this day, a dining room photograph, and first floor room. One photograph of the Old Faithful Geyser Crater; a photograph of Liberty Cap and Hotel (Mammoth Hotel, 1904-1936); one photograph of Fountain Hotel (1891-1927); one photograph of the North Entrance of Yellowstone at Gardiner, MT, with the iconic curved, rustic train platform and stone arch entrance to Yellowstone in the background. Important documentation of early 20th century structures of Yellowstone National Park which was established in 1872.

(#27881) $125.00

Haynes, Jack E.


(#25271) $60.00

Hickman, Paul; Pitts, Terence

George Fiske: Yosemite Photographer

Folio. Light scuffing and wear to dust jacket, small tear at head of spine on front panel, bumping to corners, now in mylar cover. Clean and crisp within. Fine in very good dust jacket. Hardcover. 

(#26719) $25.00
McDougall, W. B.; Baggley, Herma A. 
Plants of Yellowstone National Park


Raftery, J. H. 
A Miracle in Hotel Building: The Dramatic Story of the Building of the New Canyon Hotel in Yellowstone Park


Fascinating chronicle of this massive hotel at Yellowstone. Designed by Robert Reamer who also designed the Old Faithful Hotel, the overall horizontal lines and interior furnishings of the main dining room were very reminiscent of the Prairie School architectural designs of Frank Lloyd Wright. (#27679) $75.00

Walcott, Charles D. 
Geologic Atlas of the United States: Yellowstone National Park 
Folio, Wyoming

Washington DC: U.S. Geological Survey, 1896. First Edition. Unpag. Elephant Folio. 6 pp text, 11 photographs of Yellowstone National Park, 6 maps, 2 of which are color. Soiling and staining to wraps, indication of water damage at lower left corner of front cover and corresponding location of rear cover and interior rear page. Maps are quite clean with a light stain along the base of each out side of the image area. Good. Wraps.

Early geological atlas of the Yellowstone region. (#27720) $200.00

~ Yosemite ~

Adams, Ansel; Brooks, Paul (Introduction) 
Yosemite and the Range of Light


An exquisite book on the National Park to which...
Ansel Adams devoted so much of his time and work. Inscribed boldly by Adams on the half-title page in year of publication. ($27886) $200.00

Demars, Stanford E. **The Tourist in Yosemite, 1855-1985**

Light wear at edges of dust jacket, clean and crisp within. Fine in very good dust jacket. Hardcover. ($25296) $20.00

King, Clarence

**Mountaineering in the Sierra Nevada**

New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1902.

Clarence King (1842-1901) was a prominent geologist who was involved a number of surveys in the American West, many centering around Yosemite and the Sierra Nevadas. In an unbelievable twist, King spent the final thirteen years of his life passing as an African-American Pullman porter and under the name James Todd entered into a common law marriage with an African-American woman, Ada Copeland. Despite his light complexion and blue eyes, he convinced her he was African-American as well and together they had five children. He did not reveal to her his true identity and racial background until he wrote her a letter as he lay dying of tuberculosis in Phoenix, Arizona. ($25113) $35.00

Kruska, Dennis

**James Mason Hutchings of Yosemite: A Biography and Bibliography**


Born in England, James Mason Hutchings (1820-1902) immigrated to the United States in 1848 and a year later ventured west during the California Gold Rush. A successful miner, he lost his fortune, and in 1855 led the second excursion of tourists into what would become Yosemite National Park (1890). Hutchings settled in the Yosemite Valley but was made to leave the Park in 1875 due to his legal challenges to the State of California by continuing to build structures on land he no longer owned, having been compensated for property he had claimed once it became a State Park in 1864. Throughout his long life, Hutchings remained a promoter of Yosemite and its natural wonders, both through his hotels and publication, “Hutchings’ Illustrated California Magazine.” Published in an edition of 500 copies, this is also the 225th publication of The Book Club of California. ($27778) $225.00

Mauk, Charlotte E. (editor)

**Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada**

Selections from the Works of John Muir.
First Edition. 132 pgs. 4to. Beige cloth-covered boards. 64 black-and-white photographs by Ansel Adams. Minor scuffing to
Olmsted, Frederick Law; Ranney, Victoria Post; Thiebaud, Wayne (Artist)

Yosemite and the Mariposa Grove: A Preliminary Report, 1865


An elegant fine press edition of Frederick Law Olmsted’s original report, read at a camp in Yosemite before the first Yosemite Commission in August of 1865, that called for the establishment of a national park that preserved the Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove of giant sequoia. Olmsted’s recommendation would not come to fruition for another 25 years when Yosemite National Park was established on October 1, 1890. Produced in an edition of 450 copies, this is copy #156; copies #151-450 were not signed by Ramney or Thiebaud. (#27721) $125.00

Voth, Hazel Hunt; Gill, Harold

Yosemite National Park: A Bibliography


Mimeographed report published by the National Park Service in conjunction with the Works Progress Administration and the Civilian Conservation Corps. A scarce publication. (#27765) $175.00

~ Addendum ~

Norris, Philetus W.

Annual Report of the Superintendent of the Yellowstone National Park to the Secretary of the Interior for the Year 1880

First Edition. 64 pp. 8vo. Gray paper wraps with small tear at lower right corner of front cover, minor soiling. Two folding plates, first tipped in as frontispiece and is an illustrated bird’s eye view of Mammoth Hot Springs; second plate map tipped in at rear and is a “Map of the Yellowstone National Park with the Adjacent Hoodoo Region.” Both maps are clean, bright, and free of tears. Very Good. Wraps.

Philetus W. Norris (1821-1885) was the second superintendent of Yellowstone National Park who served in that capacity from 1877 to 1882. Norris is best remembered for the extensive roadbuilding undertaken in the park under his tenure, he was also active post-superintendency in promoting Yellowstone National Park and the West.

An early description of the park its environs, geological and natural history observations, it is also important for the two plates that complement the text. (#27966) $525.00